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GLUEBALLS: A CENTRAL MYSTERY�Frank E. CloseCERN, Geneva, Switzerlandand Rutherford Appleton LaboratoryChilton, Didot, OX11 0QX, Englande-mail: F.E.Close�rl.a.uk(Reeived June 5, 2000)Glueball andidates and q�q mesons have been found to be produedwith di�erent momentum and angular dependenes in the entral region ofpp ollisions. This talk illustrates this phenomenon and explains the ' and tdependenes of mesons with JPC = 0�+; 1++; 2�+. For prodution of 0++and 2++ mesons the analysis reveals a systemati behaviour in the data thatappears to distinguish between q�q and non-q�q or glueball andidates. Anexplanation is given for the absene of 0�+ glueball andidates in entralprodution at present energies and the opportunity for their disovery atRHIC is noted.PACS numbers: 12.39.MkThe idea that glueball prodution might be favoured in the entral regionof pp ! pMp by the fusion of two Pomerons ( IP ) is over twenty years old[1, 2℄. The fat that known q�q states also are seen in this proess frustratedinitial hopes that suh experiments would prove to be a lean glueball soure.However, in [3℄ we noted a kinemati e�et whereby known q�q states ouldbe suppressed leaving potential glueball andidates more prominent.Its essene was that the pattern of resonanes produed in the entralregion of double tagged pp ! pMp depends on the vetor di�erene ofthe transverse momentum reoil of the �nal state protons (even at �xedfour momentum transfers). When this quantity (dPT � j~kT1 � ~kT2j) islarge, (� O(�QCD)), q�q states are prominent whereas at small dPT all wellestablished q�q are observed to be suppressed while the surviving resonanesinlude the enigmati f0(1500); f0(1710) and f0(980).� Presented at the Meson 2000, Sixth International Workshop on Prodution, Proper-ties and Interation of Mesons, Craow, Poland, May 19�23, 2000.(2557)



2558 F.E. CloseThe data are onsistent with the hypothesis that as dPT ! 0 all boundstates with internal L > 0 (e.g. 3P0;2 q�q) are suppressed while S-wavessurvive (e.g. 0++ or 2++ glueball made of vetor gluons and the f0(980)as any of glueball, or S-wave qq �qq or K �K state). Models are needed tosee if suh a pattern is natural. Following this disovery there has beenan intensive experimental programme in the last two years by the WA102ollaboration at CERN, whih has produed a large and detailed set ofdata on both the dPT [3℄ and the azimuthal angle, ', dependene of mesonprodution (where ' is the angle between the transverse momentum vetors,pT, of the two outgoing protons).The azimuthal dependenes as a funtion of JPC and the momentumtransferred at the proton verties, t, are very striking. As seen in Refs. [4,5℄and later in this paper, the ' distributions for mesons with JPC = 0�+maximise around 90Æ, 1++ at 180Æ and 2�+ at 0Æ. Reently, the WA102 ol-laboration has on�rmed that this is not simply a J -dependent e�et [6℄ sine0++ prodution peaks at 0Æ for some states whereas others are more evenlyspread [7℄; 2++ established q�q states peak at 180Æ whereas the f2(1950),whose mass may be onsistent with the tensor glueball predited in lattieQCD, peaks at 0Æ [6℄.In this talk I show how these phenomena arise and in turn expose the ex-tent to whih they ould be driven, at least in part, by the internal strutureof the meson in question and thereby be exploited as a glueball/q�q �lter [3℄.We �nd that the ' dependenes of 0�+ and 1++ follow on rather generalgrounds if a single trajetory dominates the prodution mehanism. Hav-ing thus established the ability to desribe the phenomena quantitatively inthese ases, we predit the behaviour for 2�+ prodution and then onfrontthe 0++ and 2++ glueball=q�q setor.To orient ourselves, think of e+e� ! e+e�M where the essential pro-dution dynamis is through  !M fusion. The photon an be polarisedeither T (� = �1) or L (� = 0). For JPC = 0++ the resulting struture is(R�os('))2 where R is equal to the ratio of the longitudinal and transverseprodution amplitudes for  ! M and depends on the dynamial stru-ture of the meson, M . By ontrast, parity forbids the prodution of 0�+ bythe fusion of two salars and also by the longitudinal (�L�) omponents oftwo vetors. Transverse (�T�) omponents are allowed and so a single am-plitude drives the  fusion in prodution of the 0�+ states. The resultingdistribution is predited to behave like sin2(').In Ref. [8℄ it was noted that these distributions are very similar to whatis found experimentally in pp! pMp and so a CVC model for the Pomeronwas used to onfront the data for a range of mesons, M . The results werevery similar, but not idential, to the data, e.g. the 3P2 q�q states are pro-dued dominantly with � = 0 in IP�IP fusion instead of � = �2 in 



Glueballs: a Central Mystery 2559fusion. With hindsight the reason is obvious: IP is not a onserved vetorurrent and, in e�et, has an intrinsi (and important) salar omponent.One e�et is that whereas amplitudes for longitudinal  emission are sup-pressed as t ! 0, the ase for the analogous IP grows. Suddenly every-thing began to �t, as summarised in Ref. [9℄ and in the experimental paper�Experimental evidene for a vetor-like behaviour of Pomeron exhange� [4℄.I will now show how the data an be quantitatively desribed in this simplepiture and how harateristi features that may disriminate glueball fromq�q states may ensue.JPC = 0�+The detailed alulations are desribed in [8,9℄. Here I shall onentrateon the �0 meson whose prodution has been found to be onsistent withdouble Pomeron exhange [4℄. The resulting behaviour of the ross setionmay be summarised as follows:d�dt1dt2d'0 � t1t2GpE2(t1)GpE2(t2) sin2('0)F 2(t1; t2;M2) ;where '0 is the angle between the two pp sattering planes in the IP�IP entreof mass and F (t1; t2;M2) is the IP�IP -�0 form fator. We temporarily set thisequal to unity; pp elasti sattering data and/or a Donnahie�Landsho� typeform fator [10℄ an be used as model of the proton-IP form fator (GpE(t)).The WA102 ollaboration measures the azimuthal angle (') in the pp.m. frame and so we transform the '0 from the urrent .m. frame to ' forthe pp .m. frame. To generalise to real kinematis, we use a Monte Carlosimulation based on Galuga [11℄ modi�ed for pp interations and inorpo-rating the IP -proton form fator from Ref. [10℄.

Fig. 1. (a) The ' and (b) the jtj distributions for the �0 for the data (dots) and themodel preditions from the Monte Carlo (histogram).



2560 F.E. CloseIn order to �t the data we found that the IP�IP -meson form fatorF (t1; t2;M2) has to di�er from unity. If we parametrise F 2(t1; t2;M2) ase�bT(t1+t2) then we need bT = 0:5 GeV�2 in order to desribe the t de-pendene. Figs. 1(a) and 1(b) ompare the �nal theoretial form for the' distribution and the t dependene with the data for the �0; (the distribu-tions are well desribed also for the � but it has not yet been established thatIP�IP alone dominates the prodution of this meson).The t1t2 fators in the ross setion arise from the TT nature of theamplitude and will be general for the prodution of any 0�+ meson. Henefor 0�+ states withM � 1 GeV, as expeted for the lattie glueball or radialexitations of q�q, this dynamial t1t2 fator will suppress the region wherekinematis would favour the prodution. It would be interesting if glueballprodution dynamis involved a singular (t1t2)�1 that ompensated for thetransverse IP fator, as in this ase the ross setion would stand out.However, we have no reason to expet suh a fortunate aident. Heneobservation of high mass 0�+ states is expeted only to be favourable atextreme energies, suh as at RHIC or LHC.JPC = 1++In Refs. [8,9,12℄ Close and Shuler have predited that axial mesons areprodued polarised, dominantly in heliity one; this is veri�ed by data [13℄.The ross setion is predited to have the formd�dt1dt2d'0 � t1t2hnA�tT1 ; tL2��A�tT2 ; tL1�o2+4A�tT1 ; tL2�A�tL1 ; tT2 � sin2 '02 i;where A(ti; tj) are the IP�IP -f1 form fators. In the models of Refs. [9, 14℄the longitudinal Pomeron amplitudes arry a fator of 1=pt arising fromthe fat that, in the absene of any urrent onservation for the Pomeron,a longitudinal vetor polarisation is not ompensated. Thus we make thisfator expliit and write A(ti; tLj ) = �ptj a(ti; tj); hened�dt1dt2d'0 �2648<:pt1�pt2a�tT1 ; tL2�a�tL1 ; tT2 �9=;2+ 4pt1t2a�tT1 ; tL2�a�tL1 ; tT2 � sin2375a2�tL1 ; tT2 �:In the partiular ase where the ratio of form fators is unity, this reoversthe form used in Ref. [9℄d�dt1dt2d'0 � ��pt1 �pt2�2 + 4pt1t2 sin2 '02 � a2(t1; t2)



Glueballs: a Central Mystery 2561whih implies a dominant sin2('=2) behaviour that tends to isotropy whensuitable uts on ti are made. This is qualitatively realised (Figs. 1(e) and1(f) of Ref. [4℄).We have parametrised a(tTi ; tLj ) as an exponential, e�(bTti+bLtj)) wherei; j = 1; 2; bT = 0.5 GeV�2 was determined from the �0 data above; bL isdetermined from the overall t dependene of the 1++ prodution and requiresbL = 3 GeV�2. Figs. 2(a) and 2(b) show the output of the model preditionsfrom the Galuga Monte Carlo superimposed on the ' and t distributions forthe f1(1285) from the WA102 experiment.

Fig. 2. (a) The ' and (b) the jtj distributions for the f1(1285) for the data (dots)and the Monte Carlo (histogram). () and (d) the ' distributions for jt1� t2j � 0.2and jt1 � t2j � 0.4 GeV2, respetively.In addition we have a parameter free predition of the variation of the' distribution as a funtion of jt1� t2j. Figs. 2() and 2(d) show the outputof the Galuga Monte Carlo superimposed on the ' for the f1(1285) forjt1� t2j � 0.2 GeV�2 and jt1� t2j � 0.4 GeV�2, respetively. The agreementbetween the data and our predition is exellent. Similar onlusions arisefor the f1(1420).



2562 F.E. CloseJPC = 2�+The JPC = 2�+ states, the �2(1645) and �2(1870), are predited to beprodued polarised. Heliity 2 is suppressed by Bose symmetry [8℄ and hasbeen found to be negligible experimentally [5℄. The struture of the rosssetion is then predited to be(i) heliity zero: as for the 0�+ ase,d�dt1dt2d'0 � t1t2 sin2 '0 ;(ii) heliity one:d�dt1dt2d'0 �24(pt1�pt2a �tT1 ; tL2 �a �tL1 ; tT2 �)2+ 4pt1t2a(tT1 ; tL2 )a(tL1 ; tT2 ) os2 '02 35a2 �tL1 ; tT2 �whih is as the 1++ ase exept for the important and signi�ant hangefrom sin2 '02 to os2 '02 .The unompensated fator of t1t2 in the heliity zero omponent tends tosuppress this kinematially under the onditions of the WA102 experiment.Indeed, WA102 �nd that heliity one alone is able to desribe their data [5℄;this is in interesting ontrast to  ! �2(Q �Q) in the non-relativisti quarkmodel where the heliity-one amplitude would be predited to vanish [15℄.We shall onentrate on this heliity-one amplitude heneforth.The results of the WA102 ollaboration for the �2(1645) [5℄ are shown inFigs. 3(a) and 3(b). The distribution peaks as ' ! 0, in marked ontrastto the suppression in the 1++ ase (Fig. 2(a)).

Fig. 3. (a) The ' and (b) the jtj distributions for the �2(1645) for the data (dots)and the Monte Carlo (histogram).



Glueballs: a Central Mystery 2563Integrating our formula over ', with the same approximations as previ-ously, implies d�dt1dt2 � (t1 + t2)�e�(b(t1+t2)�and, in turn, that d�dt � (1 + bt)�e�bt� : (1)This simple form ompares remarkably well with WA102 who �t to �e�b1t+�te�b2t; our predition (Eq. (1)) implies that b1 � b2 and that �=� � band WA102 �nd for the �2(1645)) [5℄ b1 = 6:4 � 2:0; b2 = 7:3 � 1:3 and� = 2:6� 0:9, � = 0:4� 0:1Performing the detailed omparison of model and data via Galuga, as inthe previous examples, leads to the results shown in Figs. 3(a) and 3(b) forthe �2(1645); the �2(1870) results are qualitatively similar. Bearing in mindthat there are no free parameters, the agreement is remarkable. Indeed, thesuessful desription of the 0�+, 1++ and 2�+ setors, both qualitativelyand in detail, sets the sene for our analysis of the 0++ and 2++ setorswhere glueballs are predited to be present together with established q�qstates. Any di�erenes between data and this model may then be a signalfor hadron struture, and potentially a �lter for glue degrees of freedom.Before turning to the 0++; 2++ hannels with glueball interest, it is worthsummarising exatly what we have assumed and what we have desribed,parameter free.For the prodution of JPC = 0�+ mesons we have predited the ' de-pendene and the vanishing ross setion as t! 0 absolutely and have �ttedthe t slope in terms of one parameter, bT. For the JPC = 1++ mesons wepredit the general form for the ' distribution: it is in this hannel for the�rst time that the non-onserved nature of the IP �rst manifests itself. Thepolarisation of the 1++ is also natural. By �tting the t slope we obtain theparameter bL; this then gives a parameter free predition for the variationof the ' distribution as a funtion of t whih agrees with the data. Withparameters now �xed, we obtain absolute preditions for both the t and 'dependenes of the JPC = 2�+ mesons whih are again in aord with thedata when heliity 1 dominane is imposed.The message is that the prodution of the unnatural spin-parity states,0�+; 1++; 2�+, is driven by the non-onserved vetor nature of the exhangedIP ; it is not immediately a�eted by the internal struture of the produedmeson. In partiular, it is not sensitive to whether the mesons are glueballsor q�q.Now I shall look at the 0++ and 2++ setor where glueballs are expetedas well as q�q. Here we shall �nd that the prodution topologies do dependon the internal dynamis of the produed meson and as suh may enable adistintion between q�q and exoti, glueball, states.



2564 F.E. CloseJPC = 0++ and 2++In ontrast to the 0�+ ase, where parity forbade the LL amplitude, inthe 0++ ase both TT and LL an our. Hene there are two independentform fators [16℄ ATT(t1; t2;M2) and ALL(t1; t2;M2). For 0++ and the heli-ity zero amplitude of 2++ (whih experimentally is found to dominate [17℄)the angular dependene of salar meson prodution will be [9℄d�dt1dt2d'0 �GpE2(t1)GpE2(t2)[1 + pt1t2�2 aTaL e(bL�bT)(t1+t2)=2 os'0℄2e�bL(t1+t2);(2)where we have written aL(t) = aLe�(bLt=2) and aT(t) = aTe�(bTt=2) withbL;T �xed to the values found earlier. The ratio aT=aL an be positive ornegative, or in general even omplex.

Fig. 4. The ' distributions for the a) f0(1370), b) f0(1500), ) f2(1270) andd) f2(1950) for the data (dots) and the Monte Carlo (histogram).Eq. (2) predits that there should be signi�ant hanges in the ' distribu-tions as t varies. When pt1t2�2 aT=aL � �1, the ' distribution will be � os4 '2or sin4 '2 depending on the sign. Indeed data on the enigmati salars f0(980)
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